
Hi Friends,

Becoming~
A new state of being!
You are emerging more and more as your true authentic self.
You find yourself more at ease with the birthing of the new.
The Momentum is gathering and you are flowing with the river
Recommit now —–to your body, your fitness and your diet.
Whatever shows up in your reality, in your relationships anything less than the best is 
simply not good enough for you.
Recommit to your prayer –to be the prayer –to be the words in the prayer.
Recommit to your spiritual life, Recommit to your passions, to your unconditional love.
more clarity will be seen in new directions, as you move into your new now…
YOU the creator/ soul source embodiment, walking heaven on earth with your vibration,
you being true to what you say walking your talk.
You’re my hero. It takes a lot of courage to live your best life.
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We work each day to turn “negatives” into
"positives". It’s all a matter of perception.
Our challenge at this time is to remain
intensely positive and focused, creating
the world we wish to live in. We did not
come here to “fit” into the old world. We
came here to create a new one. Let the
dream that you created long ago come
alive with you by reclaiming your power
and allowing the truth of who you are to
set you free. There is nothing more attractive than a person who is confident in his/her
own knowing. 

Our mission is courageous as we take responsibility for ourselves individually first and
foremost — as we know this is how we will affect change collectively. We support and
encourage each other day by day, we embody peace from within. we shine on and bring
the highest version of our self to our community. We know that self-love, unconditional
love, and self-acceptance are primary. We are limitless beings who journey in freedom
step-by-step toward self-empowerment, inspired leadership, prosperity and love. We are
consciously creating our New Earth community through heart connection and love for
each other and our planet. We know we are greater together than we are apart.

Each one of us has our own unique expression that is ready to be realized and grounded
in the New Earth. We are limitless — this is the truth and you are the creator of your
reality. 

Through our daily commitment and devotion to love and beauty and truth, we inspire and
develop individual leadership and collective greatness into personal, radical self-love and
empowerment. Together, we inspire and empower others though our example to live from
our hearts, We stand in our power, passionately speaking our truth, expressing our true
feelings, communicating with clarity, and using voice to speak up and create our reality
that is rooted in ~~Love and Peace.

I just adore the word "lavish”. Lavish is luscious.
Lavish health, lavish wealth, Lavish relationships,
that’s what I am creating in my life and helping others create as well.
I am creating Lavish NEW BEGINNINGS.

I did it ~Mantra



Love always, 
Kornelia

It's time to get HAPPY and chooseahappylife!

Join me in Costa Rica in April 2020 !
Click HERE to find out the

AMAZING details!

Hold your space Today!

A $500 deposit holds your space. 

Send a check payable to:
Kornelia Stephanie P.O. Box 119

La Conner, Wa 98257

OR

Pay $520 with a credit card 

On this episode of Living
Heaven Earth...

"You Can Navigate Your Life
Trajectory in All Areas Spiritual,
Health and Relationships"
With Hummingbird Jewel

Tune in and Discover:

Hummingbird Jewel discusses the
first on her series Spiritual
Laws: This first law will be - How the
Law of Vibration affects our
everyday life
Reverse Aging - No matter how your
health has been in the past we can
turn it around!
Hummingbird Jewel's vibrational
readings LIVE a snapshot of your
current Life Trajectory! 

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE VIDEO

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO SHOW

Be sure to Like /Share /Subscribe to Kornelia's Channel so you
don't miss any New and Amazing Content!

Click HERE to Subscribe

I DID it. I am doing it. Lavish Wealth, Health and Relationships.
And I will continue to do it until that which I have done is perfectly externalized within my
world.
Anything less than the best is simply not good enough for me.

Who’s with me?
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